Raise $250 and receive:

Soft-Spun Tee

Along with a $250 level gift, you can earn one of these:

$500 Insulated Stainless Steel Bottle
$1,000 Unisex Zip-Up Hoodie
$2,000 Unisex Joggers
$3,000 Columbia Zip-Up Fleece
$5,000 Columbia Puffy Jacket

Raise $7,500+ and pick any two items!

LFA recognition gifts are based on the money turned in by participants (cash, checks, credit card donations) by the deadline (4 weeks post-event). Teams or non-participating donors do not qualify for recognition gifts. All participants who raise $250 will receive a shirt and one additional item based on their achievement. LFA reserves the right to substitute a gift of equal or greater value or to change the recognition at any time.